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InfinityDOT has a mission: bring DeFi to the masses. 

Decentralized finance, which utilizes technologies to remove
intermediaries, middlemen, and banks from financial markets, is a
complicated system to enter into.

InfinityDOT’s primary goal is to make it simple enough for even our
mothers to be able to start earning passive income without having
to understand this complicated DeFi world.

The first step towards achieving that goal was to create the
InfinityDOT token. It is an innovative Reflection Token: one that pays
dividends in an already established token instead of our own. Our
dividends are paid out in Polkadot, one of the fastest growing
currencies with a plan for the future and in the top 10 currencies on
Coin Market Cap. The next step is the release of our 3-click App. 

The rate of Crypto adoption in the world is growing, but the
percentage of the world’s population who are users is still very
small.

We have developed an app that is clean, clear and simple to use. It
will revolutionize the DeFi space and foster adoption of crypto in a
safe, secure, easy and rewarding way. 

Once the App is released, we will continue to add features to further
empower people and give them control over their financial
situations.

InfinityDOT's mission



Total supply: 1.000.000.000.000.000

There is a 15% buy tax. An extra 1% fee is applied to all sales to
encourage holding, discourage swing trading and to lessen whale
manipulation. At times, our tokenomics may change in response to
market conditions.

The token contract employs a static rewards system. The 15% buy
tax is split as follows:

InfinityDOT tokemonics

8% is redistributed to holders

2% is used to fuel the liquidity pool

5% is allocated to the Marketing wallet.

Burned
50%

Presale
25%

Liquidity Pool
20%

Marketing
3%

Team
2%



The InfinityDOT team has taken several steps to ensure optimal
security.

There’s a 12-month lock on the liquidity pool, so holders can rest
assured they can trade. DXLock, a cross-chain decentralized token
and liquidity provider locker for Ethereum and BSC, is here to help as
a middleman.

InfinityDOT contract will be also audited and certified by   CertiK, a
leading blockchain security firm. Founded by Yale and Columbia
University professors in 2018, CertiK has worked with hundreds of
clients. A CertiK certification is considered the gold standard of
contract security.

InfinityDOT has also invested in a contract audit from TechRate, a
blockchain security consulting firm. They’ve audited 100’s of smart
contracts since 2017, saving more than $300 million in investor
funds. TechRate worked with InfinityDOT to ensure the contract had
no vulnerabilities to severe issues or hacks.

InfinityDOT Security



Roadmap

 Website launch
Public presale
Smart Contract Audit
Marketing campaign

CoinMarketCap Listing
CoinGecko Listing
Influencer marketing push

 InfinityDOT swap
Partnership
Merchandising

NFT Collection
CEX Listing
Expanding community

Dividend tracker
Ecosystem development
InfinityDOT wallet



All Polkadot $DOT the contract gains are split proportionally
between the token holders.

To receive dividends a minimum token balance of 200,000
InfinityDOT is required to be held in a wallet.

The contract keeps track of all the dividends due to each holder
in a list.

Every transaction processes a certain number of users from the
list.

The number of holders processed through each transaction is
dynamic and based on transaction size.

Holders will receive dividends from the queue based on their
position in the list.

It’s a fair system, fully automated.

Reward Criteria



Disclamer

Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may not be
suitable for all investors. Before deciding to trade cryptocurrency
you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of
experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could
sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment and therefore
you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. You
should be aware of all the risks associated with any cryptocurrency
trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor.
ICO's, IEO's, STO's and any launched coin will not guarantee a
return on your investment. Since any opinions, news, research,
analyses, prices, or other information contained on this website is
provided as general market commentary, and does not constitute
investment advice. The project team will not accept liability for any
loss or damage, including without limitation to, any loss of profit,
which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on
such information. All opinions expressed on this site are owned by
the respective writer and should never be considered as advice in
any form. The project team makes no representation or warranties
as to the accuracy and or timelines of the information contained
herein. A qualified professional should be consulted before making
any financial decisions.


